Making a Will
Providing much needed security for things that matter the most
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Putting things in place
Responsible and thoughtful estate planning starts with a simple Will.
Putting this in place is as important and natural as making plans for
your future, and that of your loved ones, in life.
Simple process

The most
thoughtful
thing you can
do for those
you love...

Making a simple Will is straightforward. In short, you need to appoint
the right people to manage your affairs upon death (your Executors)
and name the people you want to pass your assets to
(your Beneficiaries). You can also appoint Guardians for your children
and specify your funeral arrangements.
Our qualified consultants can take your instructions in the privacy and
comfort of your own home at a time that suits you.
Cost transparency
Here, at Inheritance Protection Services, our team will provide
access to a FREE Will Service or a straightforward cost for preparing
more complicated Wills or Wills that help avoid Care Home Fees.

Making a Will allows you to distribute
your assets according to your wishes
and make important decisions for
the future now. Failure to make a Will
leaves your estate intestate,
providing daunting complications for
your family.

A little time and some careful
planning can provide you and your
loved ones with real peace of mind
for the future.
Simply give us a call today on
0800 145 5104 to find out more
about our services and to book
your home consultation.

Give us a call: 0800 145 5104
Email us: info@inheritance-protection.co.uk
Visit our website: Inheritance-protection.co.uk

Simply give us a call on 0800 145 5104 to find out how we can
help you today!

The importance of having a valid Will
Many people believe that on their death, their assets will be automatically
distributed between their loved ones according to their wishes. However, this is
not the case. Even if you have shared your wishes with your family and you
believe everyone’s needs have been covered, without a valid Will your assets
will be distributed in accordance with Rules of Intestacy rather than your wishes.

would have to go through the stressful, and often expensive process of getting
letters of administration to obtain the grant of Probate. This could leave them in a
vulnerable position at what will inevitably be a tough time.

You might think that you don’t need a Will because you don’t have enough assets. However, the distribution of assets is just one aspect covered in your Will.

Many people see the process of Will making as daunting and expensive, and simply
don’t know where to start. Inheritance Protection offers bespoke Will drafting
services at affordable prices, providing you and your loved ones with real peace of
mind. Our dedicated team will be by your side at every step of the process, from
guiding you through the available options to suit your circumstances, to drafting your
Will and storing it safely until it is needed.

The most important reason to have a valid Will is to ease the burdens on your
loved ones when you are no longer around.

Your Will explained
What is a Will?

A Will allows you to protect your children’s future by naming the people who
would take care of them if you were no longer around. It also allows you to
name people who will be responsible for making sure your last wishes,
including funeral arrangements, are handled accordingly and who will deal
with your Estate Administration (Probate). Without a valid Will, your loved ones

It all starts with a simple call! Talk to our expert team today or visit
our website at www.inheritance-protection.co.uk to find out
more!

A Will is a legal document that is drafted to carry out your wishes upon death.
The right Will ensures that your assets are passed to the people you choose, and
all of this is managed by people you appoint, providing real peace of mind for
your loved ones when you are not around.

Different types of Will
Single Will

Mirror Will

A Single Will is a straightforward
document that could be suitable for
any individual. While it is generally
the best option for single or divorced
people, it may also be appropriate for
married couples, those in a civil
partnership and unmarried couples
who have different wishes to one
another.

A Mirror Will is a pair of Will
documents drafted to set out
similar wishes. This is the best option
for married and unmarried couples and
those in a civil partnership who have
almost identical wishes. This makes the
Will drafting process
easier, setting up straightforward and
mutually agreed arrangements.

Consider getting a Single Will if:

Mirror Wills don’t have to be
completely identical, however, and
there is flexibility to include personal
decisions, such as naming additional
Executors or setting up your funeral
arrangements.

• You are a single person
• You are divorced (if you have
children from previous relationship,
we highly recommend you discuss the
potential benefits of including a Trust
as part of your Estate Planning)
• You are married or live with a
partner and you have different wishes,
or one of you already has a Will
• Sell or buy a house
• Manage your investments

Consider getting a Mirror Will if:
• You are married or live with partner
and you have identical or near
identical wishes

Will Trust
A Will Trust is a formal arrangement between you and a
person you trust to manage your assets on behalf of people
you want to inherit your assets.
A Will Trust can offer greater protection for your loved ones
when you are no longer around. There are many reasons for
setting up a Trust in your Will, and such arrangements can
help to preserve wealth for future generations, taking care of
everyone’s needs.

Consider getting a Will Trust if:
• You are married or live with partner and have children
from previous relationship
• You wish to protect your estate from potential future
risks, such as sideway disinheritance and potential
creditors such as the care fees of your beneficiaries or
spouse after you have passed away
• You wish to ensure assets are protected on behalf of a
disabled or vulnerable Beneficiary

For initial advice on setting up your Trust Will
give us a call today on 0800 145 5104 or request a call

Why You need a Will
Who needs a Will?
In short, everyone - it’s probably one of the most
important documents you should have. According
to the latest report from Royal London however,
more than half (54%) of the adult population in UK
do not have a Will. Furthermore, six in ten (59%)
parents either do not have a Will or have one that
is out of date.
Putting off making a Will could lead to
problems that greatly exceed the costs and
time it takes to make one.

Dying without a valid Will
If you die without a Will, you die intestate, and your assets
will be distributed according to the Rules of Intestacy
rather than your wishes. These strict rules set out the
order of inheritance, and the people you wish to provide
for could be completely excluded from inheriting your
assets – your unmarried partner for example. It also might
be the case that the Beneficiaries prescribed by the Rules
of Intestacy are not ones you would have chosen, such as
estranged family members.

Guardianship
Under no circumstances should parents of underage
children put off making a Will. Should both you and your
partner passed away, any children under the age of 18
would be exposed to uncertainty and risks such as court
battles, family disputes and going into foster care.
This all could be avoided by appointing a legal Guardian in
your Will. A Guardian can then take on the parental
responsibilities for your child, making the same reasonable
arrangements that a responsible parent would, without the
need to make an application to do so through the
courtsones you would have chosen, such as estranged
family members.

Protecting your inheritance for your loved ones
Our Discretionary Will Trust allows you to make
arrangements for your loved ones who need it the most.
Including a Trust in your Will could provide an additional layer of protection
and peace of mind for you and your loved ones. There might be circumstances
when a person you would like to inherit would be unable to deal with, or would
benefit from assistance in managing, their inheritance. Your loved ones might
lack the mental or physical capacity to look after their own affairs or could be
in a vulnerable position. A person you would like to benefit from your estate
might not be good at managing their finances or they could be in the middle of
a divorce, meaning that their inheritance could be wiped out by their debts or
exposed to the risk of being split with ex-partners.
Including a Trust in your Will allows you to appoint people you trust
(“Trustees”) to manage your inheritance on behalf of your loved ones.
Our Property Protection Trust allows you to take care of everyone’s needs,
providing much needed security for things that matter the most.
Including a Trust in your Will enables you to protect your share of your property
for future generations. If your goal is to pass your property to your spouse and
children, a simple Will might not accommodate changes in circumstances
after your death. For example, If you leave your property, or a share of it to your
spouse with the intention that it will then be passed to your children, there is a risk
that a significant share of it could be lost if your surviving partner required
residential care. Setting up a Trust in your Will allows you to leave your share of
the property to your children, while granting your surviving spouse the right to
continue living in the property with no restrictions.
To find out how we can help,
simply give us a call or book your free home consultation.

Case study: Rising Funeral Costs

Funeral Arrangements
A Will also allows you to leave instructions relating to your funeral.
While those wishes are not legally binding (your Executor will have the
final say on your funeral arrangements) the importance of explicitly stating
them should not be underestimated. It provides a great degree of
reassurance for your loved ones when organising your funeral and could
help to avoid possible disputes between relatives.
For greater peace of mind, consider getting a pre-paid funeral plan.
This can help to ease the emotional and financial burden for your loved
ones at what will be a very difficult time for them. It also allows you to
specify your funeral wishes and most importantly, enables you to lock in
your funeral costs at today’s price.

According to a recently released report from The Competitions and
Market Authority, funeral costs have risen by 68% over the last 10 years,
compared to inflation of just 25% over the same period. Worryingly,
there seems to be no sign of these price increases slowing down.
The chart below shows figures from the “Cost of Dying Report 2020”,
based on research conducted by SunLife. It highlights the increase in the
average cost of a UK funeral since 2004 and projects changes over the
next couple years. The average cost of a funeral is biggest driver of
increases in the overall cost of dying.

Sunlife (2020), Cost of Dying Report

One thing you can do to avoid the risk related to your funeral costs is
to take out a pre-paid funeral plan now.
Our friendly team can guide you through the process
of setting up a tailored funeral plan.

Ask your consultant or give us a call to find out more about our secure legal document storage service.

Making Your Will

Step 1: Consultation
Our qualified consultants can come to you and take your Will instructions in the privacy and comfort of your own home. They will go through all the available options
so that you can choose the Will that you think is right for you and your family.
Step 2: Your instructions taken
The person who visits your home is trained to take your Will instructions patiently
and empathetically; you will never feel rushed or pressured. Everything you discuss
always remains confidential.
Step 3: Will Drafted
Your Will is prepared by a professional Will writer, a member of the Society of Will
Writers. We will send you a draft Will to ensure you are entirely happy with the content and you will be able to make any changes that are needed before your Will is
finalized.
Step 4: Your Will finalised
When you are completely happy with the contents of your Will, a final version will
be sent to you to be signed and witnessed, at which point it becomes a legal document. You will have to sign your Will in the presence of two witnesses to ensure its
validity.
Step 5: Storing your Will
It is important to store your Will safely and securely – a Will that is damaged, written
on, or in poor condition, can be declared void. We can store your Will for you until it
is needed.

Updating your Will
A Will is a living document that can be updated as often as needed.
It is important to review your Will from time to time to ensure it is up to date.
Your Will should be revised when the circumstances of you or your loved ones
change. This includes life events such as marriage, divorce, the birth of a child
or the death of a Beneficiary.
Whether it is a minor alternation or a significant change to your existing Will,
our expert team will be happy to guide you through the process.

Ask your consultant or give us a call to find out more about our secure legal
document storage service.
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about ourservice.
secure legal document storage service.

Wills: Questions & Answers
Do I have to go to solicitor to prepare my Will?
No. It is a common misconception that only a solicitor’s office or bank can prepare your
Will. This is inconvenient and often expensive. Inheritance Protection offers a
professional Will writing service at an affordable price.
My family is aware of my wishes, should I still make a Will?
Yes. Even if you have shared your wishes with the family and ensured that everyone’s needs
have been covered, without a valid Will your assets will be distributed in accordance with
Rules of Intestacy rather than your wishes. To avoid potential issues and protect your assets
for your loved ones, having a valid, up to date Will is a must.
I don’t have enough assets to make a Will - do I really need one?
Yes. Whether you are single or married, old or young, childfree or the happy parent of a
big family, a homeowner or not, you need a Will. It’s a mistake to think that only those with
significant assets and complicated family circumstances need a Will.

Making Your Will
The most thoughtful thing you could do for those you love
We hope you have found this information helpful. It is never too early to start
planning for your future and future of your loved ones and we are here to help.
Give us a call today to book home visit with one of our experienced
Estate Planning consultant.

Redistribution of your assets is only one aspect covered in your Will. It also allows you to
protect your childrens’ future by naming people who should take care of them if you were
no longer around. It also allows you to name the people who will be responsible for
making sure your last wishes, including funeral arrangements, are handled accordingly.
Can I use my Will to protect my estate from unforeseen circumstances?
Yes. It is possible to protect your assets from unforeseen circumstances such as your
surviving spouse’s care home fees, or your children’s potential divorce costs, by setting up
a Trust in your Will. Our professional team can provide specialist advice on arrangements
to suit your circumstances and wishes.
Can an Executor of a Will also be a Beneficiary?
Yes. There is a misconception that Beneficiaries cannot be named as Executors, but this
is not the case. It is a common practice to name at least one of your Beneficiaries as the
Executor of your Will, although they must be at least 18 years old.
Who can witness signing of my Will?
Two people must witness the signing of your Will. There are no strict rules on who should
be witnesses, but you should not choose Beneficiaries or blood relatives. We recommend
ensuring that the person witnessing your Will understands what they are witnessing,
though they do not need to be fully aware of the contents of the Will.
Choosing independent individuals such as friends, work colleagues, neighbours, lawyers or
even your doctor would be the best practice.
Can I nominate someone outside my family to be an Executor?
Being an Executor is an important role carrying considerable responsibilities. Not everyone
will be prepared to take this on, especially in the difficult circumstances around losing a
loved one. You can appoint a Professional Executor to take care of your Estate
Administration to ease the burden on your loved ones.
What happens if I die without a Will?
If you die without a Will you die intestate and your inheritance will be divided according to
the Rules of Intestacy rather than your wishes.
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Disclaimer - This brochure has been produced as a basic guide for information
purposes only. Every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure,
but it will be appreciated that neither Inheritance Protection Services, nor any of its
employees or representatives, can accept responsibility for any errors or omissions.
Information presented in this brochure should not be treated as a substitute for legal
advice.
Inheritance Protection is a company registered in England & Wales. Company number:
12480612
Registered office: Inheritance Protection Services, Arrowe Road Wirral, CH49 1RA

